Utilizing automatic recognition and classification of images for pattern recognition
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Abstract: Pattern recognition is a scientific approach for categorizing objects to class or subject numbers. These subjects need to be classified based on their applications (can be image, signal or any other type of measurements). Occupation, automation, military information, communication, industry and commercial applications and many other fields can benefit from Pattern recognition approaches. Perhaps, one the most important reasons that lead to pattern recognition prominent place in today's research studies, is the role of image auto-classifications. In this research, we investigate recent literatures about image auto-classification and image processing to identify patterns.
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1. Introduction

The simplicity that we recognize a portrait, understand words, read manuscripts, identify car keys with hands in our pocket leads to less attention to operation complexity which is done in these process as pattern recognition. Pattern recognition is a scientific method that aims to categorize objects to class or subject numbers. These subjects need to be classified depending on their applications (can be image, signal or any other type of measurements). Like other fields, progress in computer science led to increasing need of pattern recognition practical applications and as a result led to spread projects in this field. Atomization of works and role of pattern recognition in the research is one of the most important reasons that cause pattern recognition to have a prominent place in today's researches.

We can say that pattern recognition is receiving raw data and deciding based on data grouping. More research studies about pattern recognition are related to “supervised learning” or "non – supervised learning ", which we explain in the next sections. Pattern recognition methods separate special patterns from data collection via previous knowledge about patterns or statistical information. Those patterns which are classified in this way are groups of measurements or observations that form determined areas in a multidimensional space. This characterization is the main difference of pattern recognition with pattern matching, where patterns are identified base on a determined pattern and accurate real cases. Pattern recognition and matching pattern are main sections of image process discussion especially in machine vision.

Nowadays, there are more attentions to improved information systems because information is a main element in decision-making and the amount of information in the world is increasing in different forms with different complexity. One of the main issues in designing modern information systems is automated pattern recognition. Recognition is a leading characteristic of being human. A pattern is a description of an object [1]. Humans have high level informational system that is due to developed pattern recognition ability. According to nature of recognized patterns, recognition operation is divided into two main species.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Supervised and Un-Supervised Pattern Recognition

In most cases, representative pattern from every class are
available. In these situations, we can apply supervised pattern recognition, and the basis of this approach is a collection of identified practical patterns to classify and perform a suitable learning method. In some applications, maybe there is a collection of un-identified practical patterns to category. In these situations, we can apply un-supervised portrait recognition techniques. As mentioned before, supervised pattern recognition introduced by this matter are when correct group of every practical pattern is clear [2]. In un-supervised cases, however, we deal with learning matters in presented pattern classes. This issue is known as an un-supervised learning approach [3].

2.2. Classification Algorithms (Algorithms with a Predictor Supervisor)

The selected algorithm for recognizing patterns depend on the type of output, with or without supervision, and the static or dynamic nature of algorithms. Static algorithms are divided to two difference categories: differentiate and generative. In the following, we investigate different algorithms for recognizing patterns.

2.2.1. Decision Tree

Decision tree is a tool to support decision and employs various trees to make a model. Decision tree is usually used in research in operation. Especially it is used to determine strategy with a high probability to reach an aim in decision analysis. Description of conditional probability computations are the other applied area of decision trees [4].

Supervised decision tree, in usual statics method, is used more in data mining [5]. In decision analysis, a decision tree is used as a tool to draw and analyze decisions where the predicted amounts are computed from competitions frequently [6].

One decision tree has three types of groups:
1. Decision group; usually shown by square.
2. Random group; shown by circle.
3. Final group; shown with triangle.

The advantages of decision trees are as follows:
1. Simple understanding: every human can learn the work style of decision tree with little study and practice.
2. works with big and complex data: in spite of simplicity, decision tree can work with huge data easily and make a decision base on them.
3. Simple re-use: when a decision tree is made for one problem, we can compute different samples of that problem with the same tree.
4. Combination with other methods: we can combine the results of decision tree with other decision techniques and gain better results.

The disadvantage of decision tree is that it becomes big exponentially.

2.2.1.1. Support Vector Machine

Support Vector Machine (SVM) is one the relatively modern methods that has showed high efficiently in recent years compared to older methods for classification including perceptron nervous systems. Work basis of SVM classification is data linearly classification and in linear division, we try to select a line that has more reliable edge. To solve this equation, we should find optimum line for data by quadratic programming QP methods that are determined methods to solve limited problems. Before line division, we take data to higher dimensions via phi function to classify data with higher complexity in machine. We apply Lagrange Duality Theorem to transform minimization problem to duality form where we use simple function called core function that is vector coefficient of Phi function to solve a problem with very high dimensions. We can use different core functions including exponential cores, vector and Sigmund.

Therefore, we define learning data collection ‘D’ including ‘n’ member as follow:

$$D = \{(x_i, y_i) \mid x_i \in \mathbb{R}^p, y_i \in \{-1, 1\}\}_{i=1}^n$$

Figure 1. Maximum-margin hyperplane and margins for an SVM trained with samples from two classes. Samples on the margin are called the support vectors.

Where y is equal to 1 or -1 and every Xi is equal to real vector of –p dimensional. The aim is to find separator hyper plane with a most distance from marginal areas that separate areas with $y_i=1$ from $y_i=-1$. Every cloud page can be a set of points that satisfies the following condition wrote:

$$W.X-b=0$$

Where (.) is the multiply symbol. W is a normal vector that is vertical to hyper plane. The aim is to find separator hyper plane with a most distance among parallel hyper plane which separate data from each other. These hyper planes are defined as follow (Equation 1):

$$w \cdot x - b = 1$$

And

$$w \cdot x - b = -1.$$
However, explain theory basis of SVM for space. The rouper of the most edge, is in function, corresponding property space may be nonlinear in input space. If we with the most edge in a transformed space more edge [7, 8]. The achieved algorithm non-linear grouper via placing core to 1963 that was a linear category. In

\[ w \cdot x_i - b \geq 1 \quad \text{for} \quad x_i \]

\[ w \cdot x_i - b \leq -1 \quad \text{for} \quad x_i \]

It can be written as follows:

\[ y_i(w \cdot x_i - b) \geq 1, \quad \text{for} \quad 1 \leq i \leq n. \]  

2.2.1.2. Nonlinear Support Vector Machine

The optimum separator was first presented by Vapnik in 1963 that was a linear category. In 1992, Bernhard, Boser, Guyon, Isabelle and Vapnik suggested a way to provide non-linear grouper via placing core to find hyper plane with more edge [7, 8]. The achieved algorithm look same, except all of points multiplies was placed with a nonlinear core function. This led the algorithm to be suitable for hyper plane with the most edge in a transformed space [9].

![Kernel machine](image)

Figure 2. Kernel machine

Perhaps if the transform is nonlinear, the transformed spaces have a higher dimension. However, the grouper is a hyper plane in characterize space with high dimensions that it may be nonlinear in input space. If we use core with Golin function, corresponding property space is an infinite Hilbert space. The rouper of the most edge, is good – arrange, so infinite dimensions do not destroy the result. The common cores are as follow:

- The polynomial (homogeneous):

\[ k(x_i, x_j) = (x_i \cdot x_j)^d \]

- The polynomial (inhomogeneous):

\[ k(x_i, x_j) = (x_i \cdot x_j + 1)^d \]

- Golin:

\[ k(x_i, x_j) = \exp(-\gamma \|x_i - x_j\|^2) \quad \text{for} \quad \gamma > 0. \]  

Some Times parametrized using \( \gamma = 1/2\alpha^2 \)

- Hyperbolic tangent

\[ k(x_i, x_j) = \tanh(\alpha x_i \cdot x_j + \beta), \quad \text{for some (not every)} \quad \alpha \gg 0 \quad \text{and} \quad \beta < 0. \]

2.2.1.3. Multiclass Support Vector Machine

Basically, SVM is a binary separator. Therefore, we explain theory basis of SVM for grouping of two classes. One multi-class pattern recognition can be reached via multi-classes SVM combination. Usually, there are two visions for this aim. One is the strategy of "one against all" for classifying every pair and remained classes. The other strategy is "one against one" to classify every pair. When first classification leads to vague classification, the general approach for multi-classes is minimized to multi-classes problems and several binal problems. Every problem is solved with one binary separator. Then, SVM binary separator output combines together and in this way the multiclass problem can be solved [10, 11].

The advantages of this approach are:

1. The supervision is relatively simple.
2. Unlike the neural network, it does not get stuck in a local maximum.
3. For high dimensional data, it has relatively good answer.
4. Reconcilation between grouper complexity and error amount can be controlled clearly.

The disadvantage is that we need to Select a good kernel function parameter C.

2.2.2. Perceptron

Perceptron is a binary separator that corresponds X self input (a vector from real numbers) to output amount f(x), (one scalar from real numbers) that compute as follow:

\[ f(x) = \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{if} \quad w \cdot x + b > 0 \\
0 & \text{otherwise} 
\end{cases} \]

Where \( w \) is a vector from weights with real amounts and \( <, > \) is a point coefficient (that compute the total weight). “b” is a bias; a fix sentence that do not relate to input. \( f(x) \) sign to classify \( X \) to a positive or negative sample and it is used in binary classification problems. Bias can be considered as an action function adjustor or every amount for basis for action of output neuron “b” is negative, inputs weighted combination should be a positive amount higher than, to place a grouper neuron in a condition higher than zero threshold \([12]\).

3. Discussion and Conclusion

In this article, we have considered different group of pattern recognition algorithms. Considering the advantages and disadvantages of the discussed, we cannot rely to specific algorithm permanently. The decision about which algorithm with less computation, less time and best results could be different based on the situation and applications.

Based on our analysis from different methods, we should try to use combination system with a combination of pattern recognition algorithms to reach minimum computation and less time, as possible.
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